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Our success rates speak for themselves
About 25% of our patients arrive from previous failed attempts in other centres.
Nevertheless our success rates are around a 60% in the first attempt and
around 80% in cumulative rate.

Experience gives the best results
With more than 50 years experience, we are pioneers in Spain in Reproduction
Medicine. Moreover, we have one of the most important in vitro Fecundation
laboratories in Europe, which performs more than 3000 IVF cycles per year.

The only surprise you’ll get will be your pregnancy
Comparing alternatives, it’s important to verify what these include or not. In
Woman’s Health Dexeus we offer you a fixed price, which includes donor’s
medication and whatever involved in the treatment.

We guarantee the safety you’re looking for
You’ll be in good hands and in a first level hospital setting that guarantees you
the best medical care and a 24/24h emergency service.

Quality guarantee
Our egg donation program guarantees a very strict donors’ selection: they
undergo the most complete health and genetic screening of the market, in order to
reduce the risk of genetic diseases transmission.

The best technology to improve the results
We offer you the last technological advances, as the Embryoscope or ICSI, which
place our success rates among the highest Europe-wide.

Optimizing timing and moving
As well as your safety, your time and comfort are really important to us. That’s why
we integrate in a single centre the whole process of diagnosis, treatments,
consultations and interventions.

Facing sterility, it’s fundamental a fast intervention
At Woman’s Health Dexeus there’s no waiting list. You’ll start your treatment as
soon as you decide to.

We feel with you and take care of you throughout the whole
process
We have several additional services, as acupuncture treatment, which can help you
throughout the process.

We understand you and help you in your language
We know how important a fluent communication with the medical staff is for
you, in the language you feel more comfortable with. With us you can speak
Spanish, Catalan, English, French, Italian, German and Russian.

